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103. On the Projective Differential Geometry of Plane
Curves and One-Parameter Families of Conics.

By Akitsugu KAWAGUOttI.

Mathematical Institute, TShoku Imperial University.

(Rec. June 30. Comm. by M. F[JW^RA, t.I.A., July 12, 1926.)

1. Recently the projective differential geometry has been developed
by many mathematicians, but they all considered points, lines or planes
as elements. From this fact the projective differential invariants have
lost, as we can readily see, their geometrical meaning not a little. In
this paper I will develope the theory of projective differential geometry
of plane curves and one-parameter families of conics by considering
conics as elements.

2. Consider a one-parameter family of conics in the plane, and le
its equation in homogeneous coordinates be

atz O.

We assume the determinant ]a,(t)] not identically zero, and normalize
a** q) as follows-

which we consider as coordinates of the family of conics. In the
following we assume a, as normalized. Apply a projective transforma-
tion

to the family, then we have

so hat we can assume without any loss of generality tha

3. Next we introduce the following rotation-

A1
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where

dt
a (0

and v is extended over all permutations of (/, m, n).

a, I-----/-(0,0,0)---- 1

In this notation

are all projective differential invariants, where k’A(’) is the coefficient of
a() in (l,m,n) and among these/ and their derivatives a certain relation
(A) must evidently exist.

4. Moreover we can prove the fundamental theorem:
Let us give , =/,(p) ( ,2, ,5)

as functions of the projective K-length p, wheref is a five times coniuously
differentiable function and the others are all fov times continuously differ-
entiable functions, and anongf and teir de’i’atives the relation (A) exists,
then the family of conics with the five differential invariants I, and the
projective K-length p is uniquely determined, save as to the projective (raqqs-

formations.
We can, therefore, consider / f, (p) as the natural equations of

the family of conics.

5. Since / are all algebraic invariants of three conics, which are
represented by a, a’, a’ respeciively, it is evident that/, have some
geometrical meaning.

6. If (1,1,0) is identically zero, we introduce

1o2 =flF(1,1,1), dt

as natural parameter instead of p and we can see that the natural
equations are / f,(p) (i 2,3,4,5). When (1,1,1) is also identically
zero, we introduce

for normalized ai. (1,1,0) is not in general identically zero, so that we
introduce the following integral invariant as natural parameter

p i f V(1,1,0), dr,

which we shall call the projective K-length of the family. Accordingly we
can easily show that

/ (1,1,1), / (2,2,0), / (2,2,1), / (2,2,2),
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as natural parameter and in this ease Lhe natural equations are
/, y, () ( z,,).

When (1,1,0), (1,1,1), (2,2,0) are all identically zero, we can easily
prove that (2,2,1)and (2,2,2)are also identically zero. When (3,,0) is
also identically zero, the family consists of conies, having three or four
pointie contact a a point wih each other.

7. When (3,3,0)is no identically zero, ,he family consists of
osculating conies of a plane curve. Accordingly it is sueient in this
ease to consider such family of conies. First, we introduce

a= N3 dt

as natural parameter, since

4(3,3,0) + 3(3,3,3): 0.

Then we can prove that (4,4,3)= f(a) is the natural equation of the
curve. We shall call (4,4,3) the projective K-curvature.

8. The dual theory of the above can be easily established by an
analogous method. And this theory can be extended to three-dimen-
sional space and to surfaces and other manifolds.


